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Final chapter of Binchy's prolific career will help grieving fans
turn a new page
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MAEVE Binchy's last book is to be published on November 8 and bookshops are placing huge orders for
what is expected to be the biggest seller this Christmas.

Originally scheduled for publication on October 11, this was cancelled after Binchy's death last month. There
was some doubt about whether the book would appear at all because she was still editing the text before
she died.

Publisher Orion said after Binchy's death that the finishing work on the book would be done by Carol Baron,
Binchy's editor for many years, and that the final decision on publication would be taken by Binchy's
husband, the writer Gordon Snell.

In the past few days, Mr Snell has cleared the book for publication. Titled 'A Week in Winter', it's a 464-
page book of interlinked short stories about a mixed group of people enjoying -- or supposed to be enjoying
-- a winter break in an old hotel on the west coast of Ireland.

Orion publishing director Susan Lamb said the book was "absolutely terrific, it's vintage Maeve, showing
again what a brilliant observer she was, full of empathy but never sentimental".

Because it will be the much- loved writer's last book, interest is already very strong. John Gannon, manager
of Chapters, the biggest bookstore in Dublin, said yesterday that he expected it to have massive sales.

"Our second-hand stock of Maeve Binchy is completely sold out and we've seen a very big rise in sales of
her backlist since she died. I have tripled our order for her last book and we expect it to be the biggest
seller by far this Christmas."

Stephen Boylan, book purchasing manager for Eason nationwide, said yesterday that it had a "substantial
order" in place. "We're expecting it to be one of our biggest titles this Christmas," he said.

'A Week in Winter' is set in the fictional village of Stoneybridge, a place full of holiday-makers in summer
but almost empty in winter.

Secret

Up in Stone House, the beautiful old hotel on the cliff, a mixed group of guests is taking a winter break,
enjoying the log fires and elegant bedrooms.

There is a couple hiding a terrible secret; a cheerful nurse; a man who has arrived after missing a flight at
Shannon; an eccentric woman who claims to be a psychic; and a silent older woman who disapproves of
everything.

It's classic Binchy, full of her trademark humour and droll observation. Although not a novel, the inter-
linked stories build into a cumulative picture of the different characters and add up to a great read.

Binchy's agent Christine Green said: "Although Maeve's health had been giving her problems for some time,
her writing was completely unaffected and 'A Week in Winter' is Maeve writing at the top of her game. We
have lost a wonderful storyteller."

Binchy, who was 72, has sold more than 40 million books to date, translated into 37 languages.

She lived in Dalkey all her life and was married in 1977 to the children's writer Gordon Snell. Her last book
carries the dedication: "To Gordon -- who makes life great every single day."

- John Spain Books Editor
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